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Abstract 
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a machine-processable metadata standard 
created to link pieces of data from around the World Wide Web.  It does this by creating 
meaningful statements about resources, which are identified by Uniform Resource Identifiers 
(URIs).  The Linked Data (LD) that emerges will be part of the Semantic Web, a new way of 
linking, searching, and finding information on the Web.  Libraries around the world have begun 
to adopt RDF for their metadata in an attempt to make their metadata more discoverable on the 
World Wide Web, where the majority of their users are.  The Library of Congress (LC) is one 
such organization taking the lead in the conversion to LD.  This research study analyzes the 
efforts by the LC to convert the records on its LC Authorities website to LD, by analyzing a 
selection of records.  The analysis showed that the newer LD records were less granular and 
more technical in nature than the original LC Authority records. The research also led to a much 
greater understanding of the fact that the LC has created a vast trove of standardized URIs with 
which to build RDF statements. 
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Linked Data and the Library of Congress 
Library resources typically do not show up in standard Internet searches, where the 
majority of users begin their research.  Library metadata has traditionally existed within in 'silos', 
unsearchable on the World Wide Web, so users must visit the online library catalog to search for 
resources available at a particular library.  This has impacted the perceived value of libraries 
themselves, as users rely less on libraries and more on outside resources to find information. 
 Many believe that the answer to this problem lies in the Semantic Web and Linked Data 
(LD) movement.  Converting library metadata to LD format would make it visible and 
searchable on the World Wide Web.  Traditionally, the web has linked documents to one 
another, but with the Semantic Web, data itself is linked.  Library metadata has been contained 
within databases and documents that are not searchable outside of library interfaces.   
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) metadata standard is closely tied with the 
Semantic Web and LD movement.  RDF creates meaningful statements about both the data and 
the links between data.  The main components of an RDF statement are expressed in 'triples': 
subject - predicate - object.  This simple example includes three RDF triples:  
"<http://www.rdfabout.net/> a :Website  
 <http://www.rdfabout.net/> dc:title 'rdf:about'  
<http://www.rdfabout.net/> dc:description "'A website about Resource Description 
 Framework'" (Tauberer, n.d.) 
This is a construct similar to a sentence, in which  
the subject (thing or resource being talked about) and the predicate (the property or 
relation being described) are identified by URIs. The object (the value of the predicate) 
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may be either another resource or a literal value (a string or a typed value such as a 
number or date). (Reynolds et al., 2005, p. 4) 
A URI is a Uniform Resource Identifier, and it is an essential part of RDF.  In an RDF statement, 
having a URI means that multiple triples may be about the same resource.  This can create a 
complex representation of relationships between pieces of data.  In RDF, these relationships are 
represented as 'graphs' (Reynolds et al., 2005).  As more and more links are formed between 
data, the structure of the graph can become even more complicated.  With RDF, anything can be 
connected to anything else, anywhere, as long as common URIs are used.  
The Library of Congress (LC) is one organization taking the lead in adopting LD, having 
converted its authority records to LD format.  The original LC authority site is still active, so it is 
possible to view both the new LC LD records and the original LC authority records.   
Research Problem 
One of the problems with LD is that it requires URIs to work well.  The more resources 
that point to a particular URI, the more interconnected pieces of data can become.  The Library 
of Congress has begun to address this problem by converting its authority records to LD format, 
thereby creating millions of standardized URIs.  This effort is still in the experimental stages, so 
it would be interesting and informative to find out what the differences are between the original 
LC authority records and the new LC LD authority records.  By comparing the original authority 
records to the new linked authority records, it may be possible to better visualize both the ways 
in which libraries will use this data and the changes that are coming as libraries move towards 
LD.   
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Research Question 
How does data on the original Library of Congress Authorities (LCA) site 
(http://authorities.loc.gov/) compare to data on the Library of Congress Linked Data Service 
(LCLDS) authorities site (http://id.loc.gov/)?   
Literature review 
RDF is a very new metadata standard, and the literature about RDF and LD reflects this.  
Many articles give background information by describing RDF and the Semantic Web.  Several 
authors explain why RDF and LD should be adopted by libraries, justifying the need for change, 
differences between MARC and RDF, and specifically addressing the affect RDF would have on 
the practice of crosswalking.  Other articles identify applications of RDF in libraries and describe 
libraries that have begun using RDF. Finally, other articles evaluate the impact that RDF and LD 
would have on libraries, illustrating both the benefits and challenges of the change.   
Libraries and Linked Data: Need for Change 
Libraries contain huge digital silos of bibliographic records, providing access to myriad 
kinds of records and resources.  Traditionally, these silos have been separately searchable, and 
users have been required to visit separate sites to find books and articles.  Metadata standards 
between article databases have made interoperability difficult, if not impossible.  Advanced 
search skills are often required in order to figure out 'what's out there'.  "The split between 
catalogs and journal databases is not intuitive to patrons, and librarians have been trying for the 
past few decades to figure out how to unify these resources in ways that are easier to understand 
and navigate" (Krier, 2012, p. 178).  In an age where the majority of searchers simply begin with 
Internet searches instead of library catalogs, libraries are losing out by being invisible on the 
World Wide Web, where their users are.  Coyle (2010) suggests that “the change that we must 
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address is that the Web is increasingly the source of information for searchers and researchers 
and that the library needs to be interconnected with that web of data” (p.12).  Several in the 
library community have suggested that RDF and LD can contribute to solving this problem.  
"The adoption of Linked Data can provide an open interactive system, with external links and the 
ability to make information easily accessible, re-usable and with the possibility of serendipitous 
discovery of other resources. The overall purpose of Linked Data is facilitating the re-usability, 
cross-linking, integration and sharing of data (Berners-Lee, 2009; Shadbolt, 2010; W3C, 2011)" 
(Alemu et al., 2012, p. 553).  RDF would be a significant step towards libraries becoming more 
relevant in the Internet age. 
RDF metadata is machine-processable, which means that computers can make 
connections between unique pieces of data and allow for a much greater range of search results 
(Alemu et al., 2012; Coyle, 2010).  Current library metadata is textual, so users themselves must 
make connections and assemble relevant resources.  RDF and related technologies would help 
"patrons leverage computers to make more efficient and detailed use of published data" 
(Mitchell, 2013, p. 48).  RDF could help patrons retrieve more relevant search results. 
 An alternative to MARC. 
Today, libraries overwhelmingly use MARC for their bibliographic records (Dunsire et 
al., 2012; Krier, 2012).  MARC has served well over the years, but there are many who believe 
that its retirement date is fast-approaching.  "[T]here are still grave doubts regarding the 
adequacy of MARC, espoused by several metadata experts who assert that the standard is not 
suitable for machine processable and actionable metadata (Coyle, 2010; Coyle and Hillmann, 
2007; Wallis, 2011a, b)" (Alemu et al., 2012, p. 551).  In the age of Internet search engines and 
open-access, MARC no longer fully meets the needs of library users. 
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Library ownership of objects is giving way to licensing of digital resources. Scholarly 
communication is slowly shifting to an open-access model, wherein the library no longer 
needs to be a financial and digital gateway for research. More and more, libraries are 
moving into a world where traditional descriptive cataloging will not meet users' needs. 
(Krier, 2012, p. 177) 
Library standards like MARC were created for use within the library, "making it difficult for 
outsiders to reuse and recombine them with other data" (Alemu et al., 2012, p. 555).  LD is 
suggested as an alternative to traditional library metadata, as implemented with technologies 
including RDF.   
MARC is a technology built around static records held in searchable databases, while 
RDF is a versatile standard that links individual pieces of data.  The LD model, as implemented 
with RDF, would change the way libraries cataloged their resources.  With LD, "[r]ather than 
downloading and editing, or creating, a new record for each item added to the collection, a 
cataloger would find data already available about an item, and make statements that link the item 
to the library, indicating that it is held in the library’s collection" (Krier, 2012, p. 181).   Instead 
of having a database of complete records, each piece of data (such as author, title, date, location 
of resource) would be separate and able to be individually manipulated in myriad ways. "In RDF, 
the data must be separated out into single statements that can then be processed independently 
from one another; processing includes the aggregation of statements into a record-based view, 
but is not confined to any specific record schema or source for the data" (Dunsire et al., 2012, p. 
166).  Coyle (2010) concedes that the metadata in catalogs are important and useful for inventory 
control at individual libraries, but since users are moving away from searching catalogs, the data 
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inside the catalog should be linked to the Web.  The W3C Library Linked Data Incubator Group 
(2011) points out that 
(1) "Library data is not integrated with Web resources[...] 
(2) Library standards are designed only for the library community[...] 
(3) Library data is expressed primarily in natural-language text[...] 
(4) The library community and Semantic Web community have different terminology 
for similar metadata concepts[...] 
(5) Library technology changes depend on vendor systems development" 
Switching from current metadata standards to RDF would be a major shift, but many feel that it 
is a necessary shift.  RDF would fundamentally change both the way records are cataloged in 
libraries and the way that users could search for resources. 
 Impact on Crosswalking. 
Metadata standards vary considerably in terms of granularity and specificity.  When 
records in different standards are combined, the conversion process involves a certain amount of 
lost metadata (Dunsire et al., 2012; Coyle, 2009).  Metadata specialists have relied on crosswalks 
to map from one standard to another.  RDF would change this practice.  "In the pre-RDF world, 
one brings together data that has been defined separately using cross-walks or data element 
maps. With RDF you accomplish the same thing (actually something better) by creating 
meaningful links between elements" (Coyle, 2012, p. 41).  LD negates the need for crosswalks 
(Dunsire et al., 2011, 2012) and thereby saves time and data. 
Applications of Linked Data 
RDF is a metadata standard in its infancy (Alemu et al., 2012).  As such, libraries are 
only just starting to explore the applications and practical implications of converting legacy data 
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to RDF.  A few libraries have been pioneers in this process, and some influential organizations 
have lent credibility to the standard by adopting it and advocating for wider acceptance and 
conversion to the standard.  The W3C maintains the standard, and as such they have been 
instrumental in working with libraries to explore the possibilities of RDF.  The W3C Library 
Linked Data Incubator Group published its final report in October 2011, recommending that 
libraries begin the process of participating in LD as soon as possible.  It called for a coordinated 
move towards LD. 
The uses for the LD created with RDF triples are only just being realized.  For example, 
Powell et al. (2011) envision the use of RDF/XML for library metadata to "facilitate rapid 
response to an information challenge in an emergency" (p. 32).  Libraries can benefit greatly 
from adopting RDF and LD, but it will require forethought and planning to implement.  
Prominent organizations and experts must take the lead and demonstrate the benefits of the 
switch to individual libraries. 
 Libraries using RDF and Linked Data. 
Some libraries have begun the process of adopting RDF.  Influential organizations, 
including the Library of Congress, Stanford University Libraries, and W3C, have published 
definitive reports about LD (Alemu et al., 2012).  Libraries such as the British Library, Stanford 
University Libraries, and Europeana have started creating a store of RDF triples for their data 
(Alemu et al., 2012).  The Swedish Union Catalogue (LIBRIS) used RDF to become part of the 
Semantic Web and LD (Malmsten, 2008).  RDF is currently used at BIBFRAME, the Digital 
Public Library of America (DPLA), and the catalog of the Hungarian national library (Mitchell, 
2013; W3C Library Linked Data Incubator Group Final Report, 2011).  As these organizations 
take the lead, they may encourage others to follow. 
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Evaluation 
As libraries begin to make the move towards RDF, more authors have begun to evaluate 
the possible impacts and implications of this switch, both positive and negative. 
 Benefits. 
The advantages for libraries to adopting RDF metadata standards are plentiful, according 
to Krier (2012), Alemu et al. (2012), Coyle (2010), Kennedy (2004), and Stanford University 
Libraries (2011).  Not only would users benefit, but cataloging would be significantly quicker 
(Krier, 2012).  Libraries would not need to store large, localized databases; "librarians could 
store bibliographic data in centralized databases, maintained collectively and used as needed by 
individual libraries and users" (Krier, 2012, p. 181).  According to Alemu et al. (2012), benefits 
specifically for users include: 
(1) "metadata openness and sharing;  
(2) "facilitate serendipitous discovery of information resources;  
(3) "identification of resource usage patterns, Zeitgeist and emergent metadata;  
(4) "facet-based navigation; and  
(5) "metadata enriched with links" (p. 557). 
Coyle (2010) specifically addresses the benefits of RDF itself, including extensibility, 
identifying meaningful relationships between pieces of data, and its dynamic capabilities: data 
added in RDF "will be able to linked and be accessed immediately without any further 
programming" (p. 27).  RDF is "sharable, extensible, and easily re-usable", according to the 
W3C Library Linked Data Incubator Group Final Report (2011).  RDF could fundamentally and 
positively change the way that patrons interact with library data. 
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 Challenges. 
However, switching to RDF would not be without challenges.  A huge amount of time 
and effort has been invested over the years in MARC and other legacy library metadata.  This 
makes the move to RDF a daunting prospect (Alemu et al., 2012).  Adopting RDF requires a 
shift in mindset for many: "[s]ome individuals and organizations in the library domain perceive 
Linked Open Data, and the attendant globalization of metadata creation and dissemination, as a 
threat -- a direct infusion of chaos into what was once perceived as an effectively ordered world" 
(Dunsire et al., 2011, p. 34).  Furthermore, RDF has been described as "clunky, and physically 
ugly to look at" (Kennedy, 2004, p. 27).  There are a lack of tools and applications for creating 
and validating RDF in libraries (Alemu et al., 2012; Kennedy, 2004).  Finally, licensing issues 
may complicate the process of making data available on the World Wide Web (Mitchell, 2013).  
These hurdles and other would have to be overcome in order to switch library metadata to RDF. 
Methodology 
This research project uses a mixed methods analysis to compare the new LCLDS site 
with the traditional LCA site.  It is an exploratory study to seek a better understanding of the use 
of RDF and LD by libraries.   
Units of Analysis 
The data analyzed in this study is that found on the original LCA website and the LCLDS 
website.  The search results page for each search term, along with content of the authority 
records themselves, are the units of analysis.  According to the LCA website, "[a]n authority 
record is a tool used by librarians to establish forms of names (for persons, places, meetings, and 
organizations), titles, and subjects used on bibliographic records" (Library of Congress, 2011).  
An individual authority record is part of a larger standard or vocabulary.  Both websites comprise 
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standards and vocabularies maintained by the Library of Congress, including the Library of 
Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), the LC Name Authority File, LC Classification, and several 
others.  "This includes data values and the controlled vocabularies that house them" (LCLDS).  
Records retrieved for this study may be part of any of these standards or vocabularies.   
Within each LCA record, there is an option for MARC display or labelled display; this 
study examined only the labelled display.  This view contained most of the same information as 
the MARC display in a more readable format.   
Sampling Design 
This study used purposive or judgmental sampling, a form of nonprobability sampling 
based on the researcher's choice of what will be "most useful or representative" (Babbie, p. 193).  
A selection of terms were selected and searched on each site.  To retrieve a variety of results 
from various standards and vocabularies, I chose to search for a person (J.K. Rowling), a title 
(Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets - the book), a fictional person (Harry Potter), a 
geographical location (Germany), and a genre/form (railroad sounds).   
Data Collection and Content Analysis 
Searches were done on the main page of each site using the filter "Keyword Authorities 
(All)" option on LCA and the "All" option on LCLDS (see Figures 1 and 2).   
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Figure 1: LCA search using the "Keyword Authorities (All)" option 
 
Figure 2: LCLDS search using the "All" option 
The results of each search were recorded into tables for a side-by-side comparison of the content 
of the authority records on each site.  The relative rank of the desired term in the list of search 
results was noted.  Headings within records were identified and counted, and they were mapped 
when possible to headings from the other site.  
Limitations 
I am not a cataloger, so I do not fully understand the process of converting library records 
to the newer LCLDS authorities.  The analysis reflects this.  Further, I looked at the content on 
webpages, which are simply the visible outputs of behind-the-scenes coding.  This means that I 
did not evaluate the actual RDF coding on the LCLDS site and compare it to the coding on the 
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LDA site.  Finally, many of the differences between the two sites are invisible; it is the way in 
which the authority records from the LCLDS site are linked to other data that makes it so 
different from the data on the LCA site.   
Results 
Navigating from the list of search results to the relevant entry was quite different on the 
two sites.  For example, it was unclear on LCA which was the desired listing for 'Harry Potter', 
the fictional character, until I scrolled down to the 22nd entry.  Left-anchored searching put the 
list in a different order than that on the LCLDS, which put 'Potter, Harry (Fictitious character)' 
second on the list even when I typed 'harry potter'.  Furthermore, navigating to the actual 
authority record for each search term was different on each site.  Clicking the link for the desired 
search result on LCLDS took me straight to the authority record, while on the LCA site, I had to 
click first on "References", which took me to a page that invited me to click on "Authority 
Record", which took me to another page that required me to click on the search term, which 
finally took me to the MARC display of the authority record.  I then had to click "Labelled 
display" to see the human-readable record. 
In the case of the search term 'J.K. Rowling', the data contained on the LCA site was 
much more granular than on the LCLDS site.   
Table 1: Search results for 'j.k. rowling' 
 LCA: authorities.loc.gov LCLDS: id.loc.gov 
Number of headings 18 12 
Headings included LC control no.; LCCN permalink, 
Descriptive conventions; LC 
classification; Personal name 
heading; Variants; See also; 
Associated country; Located; 
Birth date; Place of birth; Field of 
activity; Fuller form of name; 
Affiliation; Profession or 
URI, Instance of, Scheme 
Membership, Collection 
Memberships, Variants, See 
Also, Exact Matching 
Concepts from Other 
Schemes, Sources, LC 
Classification, Editorial Notes, 
Change Notes, Alternate 
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occupation; Special note; Found 
in; Associated language 
Formats 
The LCLDA record had a link under "Exact Matching Concepts from Other Schemes" to a 
Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) record for J.K. Rowling.  It turns out that this record 
actually contained much of the information originally contained in the LCA record, including co-
authors, selected titles, publication statistics, gender, and nationality.  There was some data from 
the LCA record that did not make it onto either the VIAF or the LCLDS record (Place of birth; 
Field of activity; Fuller form of name; Affiliation; Profession or occupation), while the VIAF 
record had some extra information that the LDA record did not (ex. Publication statistics; 
Selected publishers; Record views).   
The lack of extraneous descriptive information in the LCLDS authority records seemed to 
indicate that the LCLDS records were a stripped-down version of the original LCA authority 
records.  This was offset by the fact that the actual number of headings was actually greater on 
the LCLDS site than on the LCA site in most cases.  As shown in Table 2, three out of five of the 
search results had more headings on LCLDS than on LCA.   
Table 2: Number of headings in each record 
 LCA: authorities.loc.gov More (>), Less 
(<), Equal (=)? 
LCLDS: id.loc.gov 
harry potter 5 < 8 
j.k. rowling 18 > 12 
harry potter and the 
chamber of secrets 
9 = 9 
germany 11 < 12 
railroad sounds 6 < 10 
 
However, the majority of headings on the LCLDS site referred to technical information about the 
record, while the majority of headings on the LCA site referred to descriptive data about the 
subject of the record, as shown in Table 3.   
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Table 3: Technical vs. descriptive headings on each site 
 LDA: Technical LDA: Descriptive LDLDS 
Technical: 
LCLDS 
Descriptive 
Total number of 
headings 6 13 8 4 
Discussion 
The biggest difference between the information contained in authority records on these 
two sites was that the records on the newer LCLDS site were more technical in nature, while the 
records on the original LDA site had more descriptive information.  However, this does not 
necessarily translate to a loss of granularity.  In the LD model, links to and from the LCLDS 
records should flesh out each topic.  This can be seen with the authority records for J.K. 
Rowling.  Even though the LCLDS record for J.K. Rowling did not contain as much detailed 
information as the original LCA record, this information (and much more) is somewhere 'out 
there' on the Semantic Web.  Information about J.K. Rowling on the web (including the type of 
information on the original record, such as her place of birth and occupation) will be linked 
through RDF triples to the LCLDS or VIAF authority record.  This means that someone doing a 
search for J.K. Rowling on a search engine such as Google will see any information related to 
her that is linked through RDF triples.  As a matter of fact, Google has already begun delivering 
this kind of LD in its 'rich snippets' search results, via the box that sometimes appears to the right 
of search results (Google, n.d.) (see Figure 3).   
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Figure 3: Example of Google's "rich snippets" 
A big takeaway from this research study was a much stronger understanding of the value 
of the LCLDS authority records in the LD model, in which URIs are an essential component.  I 
understand now that the Library of Congress has essentially created a vast trove of standardized 
URIs from which libraries and other organizations may build their triples in RDF statements.  
Without URIs, an RDF statement cannot link to any other pieces of data.  When several RDF 
statements point to the same URI, such as one on the LCLDS site, very useful, interconnected 
search results can emerge. 
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Conclusion 
The invisible walls that separate libraries' bibliographic metadata from its users mean that 
patrons are not always aware of the resources contained within their libraries.  LD and RDF 
could change this by making library metadata easily visible in standard Internet searches.  With 
library metadata in LD format, a patron searching for 'harry potter' might automatically be shown 
that the local library has three available copies.  Karen Coyle states that the "the move toward 
Linked Data will be the most significant change in library data in these two centuries" (Zaino, 
2013), even while she cautions that LD alone is not the answer to all of the library community's 
metadata problems.  The challenges to its adoption are large, but the potential benefits are many.  
By converting its legacy authority records to LD format, the Library of Congress has taken a 
major step in the direction of collapsing the invisible walls and putting the information contained 
within libraries 'out there' on the Semantic Web.  Its trove of authority records in the form of 
URIs is a huge contribution to the progression towards LD in libraries.   
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Appendix A 
Table A1: Samples of headings found within records, crosswalked to headings on other site 
LCA: Labelled Display Technical Descriptive LCLDS 
LC Classification X  LC Classification 
Variant(s)  X Variants 
See also  X See Also -OR- Use for 
Found in  X Sources 
Special note X  Editorial Notes 
TOTALS: 2 3  
 
Table A2: Headings unique to each site 
LCA: Labelled 
Display 
Technical Descriptive LCLDS Technical Descriptive 
LC control no. X  URI(s) X  
LCCN permalink X  Instance of 
(Predicate of the 
triple) 
X  
Descriptive 
conventions (ex. 
rda) 
X  Scheme 
Membership(s) 
X  
Topical subject 
heading -OR- 
Personal name 
heading 
 X Collection 
Membership(s) 
X  
Associated 
country 
 X Exact Matching 
Concepts from 
Other Schemes 
(ex. in VIAF) 
 X 
Located 
 X Change Notes X  
Birth date 
 X Alternate Formats 
(ex. RDF/XML, N-
Triples, etc) 
X  
Field of activity 
 X    
Fuller form of 
name 
 X    
Affiliation 
 X    
Profession or 
occupation 
 X    
Associated 
language 
 X    
Geographic area 
code 
 X    
Invalid LCCN X     
TOTALS: 4 10  6 1 
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Appendix B 
Search Results for Each Term 
Table B1: Search term: harry potter 
 LCA: authorities.loc.gov LCLDS: id.loc.gov 
Authorized heading  Potter, Harry (Fictitious character) Potter, Harry (Fictitious 
character) 
Rank of relevant record on 
results page 
22 2 
Identifying information 
about search term on 
results page 
LC subject headings Vocabulary: LC subject 
headings; Concept type: 
Topic; Identifier: sh99003719 
Number of pages (clicks) 
to authority record 
3 1 
Number of headings 5 8 
Headings included LC control no.; LCCN permalink, 
Topical subject heading; Variants; 
Found in 
URI; Instance of; Scheme 
Membership; Collection 
Memberships; Variants; 
Sources; Change Notes; 
Alternate Formats 
 
Table B2: Search term: j.k. rowling 
 LCA: authorities.loc.gov LCLDS: id.loc.gov 
Authorized heading  Rowling, J. K. Rowling, J. K. 
Rank of relevant record on 
results page 
3 1 
Identifying information 
about search term on 
results page 
LC subject headings Vocabulary: LC Name 
Authority File; Concept type: 
Personal Name; Identifier: 
n97108433; name variations 
listed 
Number of pages (clicks) 
to authority record 
3 1 
Number of headings 18 12 
Headings included LC control no.; LCCN permalink, 
Descriptive conventions; LC 
classification; Personal name 
heading; Variants; See also; 
Associated country; Located; 
Birth date; Place of birth; Field of 
activity; Fuller form of name; 
Affiliation; Profession or 
occupation; Special note; Found 
in; Associated language 
URI, Instance of, Scheme 
Membership, Collection 
Memberships, Variants, See 
Also, Exact Matching 
Concepts from Other 
Schemes, Sources, LC 
Classification, Editorial Notes, 
Change Notes, Alternate 
Formats 
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Table B3: Search term: harry potter and the chamber of secrets 
 LCA: authorities.loc.gov LCLDS: id.loc.gov 
Authorized heading Rowling, J. K. Harry Potter and 
the Chamber of Secrets 
Rowling, J. K. Harry Potter 
and the Chamber of Secrets 
Rank of relevant record on 
results page 
3 2 
Identifying information 
about search term on 
results page 
corporate name Vocabulary: LC Name 
Authority File; Concept type: 
Name/Title; Identifier: 
no2013059077 
Number of pages (clicks) 
to authority record 
3 1 
Headings included LC control no.; LCCN permalink, 
Descriptive conventions; Personal 
name heading; See also; Form of 
work; Beginning date; Place of 
origin; Found in 
URI; Instance of; 
Components; Scheme 
Membership; Collection 
Memberships; Exact Matching 
Concepts from Other 
Schemes; Sources; Change 
Notes; Alternate Formats 
Number of headings 9 9 
Notes Has links to authority records for 
related works (sequels and motion 
picture) under the heading "See 
also" 
Links to VIAF record for 
"Rowling, J. K. | Harry Potter 
and the Chamber of Secrets"  
 
 
Table B4: Search term: germany 
 LCA: authorities.loc.gov LCLDS: id.loc.gov 
Authorized heading Germany Germany 
Rank of relevant record on 
results page 
1 1 
Identifying information 
about search term on 
results page 
corporate name Vocabulary: LC Name 
Authority File; Concept type: 
Geographic; Identifier: 
n80125931; name variations 
listed 
Number of pages (clicks) 
to authority record 
3 1 
Number of headings 11 12 
Headings included LC control no.; LCCN permalink, 
Descriptive conventions; 
Geographic heading; Geographic 
subdivision usage; Variant(s); See 
also; Special note; Found in; 
Geographic area code; Invalid 
URI; Instance of; Scheme 
Membership; Collection 
Memberships; Variants; Use 
For; Related Terms; Exact 
Matching Concepts from 
Other Schemes; Sources; 
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LCCN Editorial Notes; Change 
Notes; Alternate Formats 
 
Table B5: Search term: railroad sounds 
 LCA: authorities.loc.gov LCLDS: id.loc.gov 
Authorized heading railroad sounds railroad sounds 
Rank of relevant record on 
results page 
1 1 
Identifying information 
about search term on 
results page 
LC subject headings Vocabulary: LC Genre/Form 
terms; Concept type: 
GenreForm; Identifier: 
gf2013025024 
Number of pages (clicks) 
to authority record 
3 1 
Headings included LC control no.; LCCN permalink, 
Topical subject heading;  
Variant(s); See also; Found in 
URI; Instance of; Scheme 
Membership; Collection 
Memberships; Variants; 
Broader Terms; Sources; 
General Notes; Change Notes; 
Alternate Formats 
Number of headings 6 10 
 
